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ABSTRACT 

 

The limits of design can now be exponentially explored due to various 

software and technology available. Specifically applied to stereotomic design, the goal 

was to explore form-finding strategies utilizing 3D printing and Robotic Hot Wire 

Cutting (RHWC). Historically, stones had to be quarried and finished by hand with 

limited tools and resources. In the past 45 to 50 years, machines to cut stone into 

unique shapes have been developed and utilized, namely Computer Numerical Control 

(CNC) machines and circular saw blades. When compared to previous methods, these 

seem to present great opportunities and advantages. However, they still fall short in 

terms of material waste and excessive fabrication time. 3D printing and RHWC allows 

designers to investigate stereotomic stone forms and further optimize these shapes 

accurately and quickly while minimizing the loss of material. Utilizing the weight of 

stone and analyzing the flow of forces within a form, mortar is not required for the 

form to maintain its structural integrity without failure. To prototype the stone 

structures, 3D printing is applied for initial studies and validation of the structure. 

Robotic hot wire cutting is applied for 1:1 scale prototypes and as a representation of 

stone pieces with an alternative material of foam.   
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The architect from more than a hundred years ago was called a “Master-

Builder”.
1
 Master builders during that time possessed the knowledge and skills from 

different trades and were able to incorporate them into design and construction 

techniques and management. Along with this, geometry has also been a part of 

architecture for thousands of years. Not only was the architect well versed in the art of 

building, but also in the mathematical rules and ideas of geometry that led to the 

formalization of designs into structural and materialistic expressions. This richness in 

comprehension and ability characterized the multi-faceted role of the early architect or 

master builder and visible examples of the masterpieces in their time period testify to 

this fact. Geometrical knowledge was an integral part of the architects and builders of 

the past, and is still an essential aspect of design. One of the consequences of the 

industrial revolution was the division of the master builder into different collaborators 

including material scientists, contractors, builders, engineers, and architects.
2
 While 

this defragmentation has its own advantages and disadvantages, it has led to a lack of 

harmony and communication between partners. Due to the specialized and partial role 

the architect now plays among many other professionals, there is a lack of control 

from the design process to construction, many times leading to an undesired or less 

than desirable result. 

The rise in technology and software in the past decade has helped to bridge this 

gap between various disciplines. Digital design and fabrication tools have created 

multiple avenues that allow for interaction between team members of different 

domains. In many cases, if the architect is knowledgeable about the fabrication 

process, able to manipulate the design within the software, and competent in 

                                                 
1
 Lars Hesselgren, Cristiano Ceccato, Mark Pauly, Johannes Wallner, and Helmut Pottmann, Advances 

in Architectural Geometry 2010 (New York: Springer, 2010), 9-14. 
2
 Kieran, Stephen and James Timberlake, Refabricating Architecture: How Manufacturing 

Methodologies Are Poised to Transform Building Construction. New York: McGraw-Hill, 2004. 
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transferring information and models between necessary software then there is less 

need for the employment of specialists or consultants. Apart from this, the increase in 

computation and robotics causes the need for several individuals to put their skills and 

specialties together to be able to achieve a unified goal. An example of this is the 

research presented in the ‘Advances in Architectural Geometry’ conferences. 

Individuals with expertise in various fields combine their abilities, knowledge and 

experience to solve an issue related to the exploration of the limits of architectural 

geometry. The projects and research presented showcase cutting edge technology, 

ideas and innovations. One such development is the “Bitmap-driven Parametric Wall 

for Robotic Fabrication”.
3
 The authors, Pierpaolo Ruttico and Pasquale Lorusso 

discuss a method of fabricating a double curved wall utilizing a robotic tool with a hot 

wire cutter end-effector and stackable EPS (expanded polystyrene) pieces. The process 

involves setting a bounding box for each block piece, applying a bitmap image to 

create the curvature of each block and overall wall, preparing the file to be cut, and 

cutting out each piece with the robotic hot wire cutter to create a full-size prototype. 

Figure 1.1 shows the image of the parametric wall within the software and Figure 1.2 

is a view of the built wall. In order to minimize the inaccuracies between software and 

built form, the team accounted for material tolerances due to the melting of the foam. 

Apart from this, robotic simulation was conducted to allow for problem-solving and 

corrections to be made before using the robotic hot wire cutter to craft each piece. 

Without the use of the integrative software and smooth transition between design tool 

and assembling approach, these kinds of experiments prove to be laborious, time 

consuming and cost prohibitive. This case study illustrates the effective use of 

available resources at the forefront of architectural exploration that is now becoming 

more readily accessible.  

                                                 
3
 Hesselgren, Lars, Ahrikant Sharma, Johannes Wallner, Niccolo Baldassini, Philippe Bompas, and 

Jacques Raynaud. Advances in Architectural Geometry 2012. 2013, 205-212. 
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Figure 1.1 Render view of the parametric wall (Ruttico and Lorusso 2013) 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Final large-scale prototype construction (Ruttico and Lorusso 2013) 
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Tools of rapid prototyping and digital fabrication allow architects and 

designers in the present age to design complex models and test the value and 

efficiency of those designs with increased accuracy and speed. In the pre-digital age, 

the complexities and capabilities available in the process were reduced and limited the 

complexity of forms and techniques in which buildings could be designed and 

constructed. Now, not only do we have means to digitally design and produce 

drawings for construction, but, we also have the software and machinery available to 

generate intricate patterns and explore various ideas, materials and construction 

methods for those ideas. These digital and physical tools are facilitators for conceiving 

ideas and investigating their potential. In the article titled ‘Digital Morphogenesis’, the 

author, Neil Leach, presents the idea that digital fabrication is a process of form-

finding and not form-making.
4
 The goal is not to come up with a form, but the process 

behind form generation and fabrication. Since we have the avenues to produce several 

forms and modify them using parameters, it leaves room for a lot of creativity in the 

selection of materials, methods and processes to employ. What is important is the use 

of this research and knowledge to design efficiently and innovatively, and integrating 

various disciplines from the very start of the design. Neil Leach talks about digital 

computation being used to formulate prototypes that are a result of a set of rules and 

formulas being fed into the software and producing options that are unpredictable and 

yet, achievable. This development then, is to solidify the processes and performance of 

systems behind the final product than the actual form itself and what it signifies. 

 

Form Finding Methods 

 

Form finding methods are continually evolving and being investigated. There 

are several conceptual organizations when dealing with architectural geometry and the 

exploration and realization of form through computation. Cristiano Ceccato, in the 

Advances in Architectural Geometry 2010 proceedings, discusses the frameworks 

                                                 
4
 Leach, Neil. 2006. "Digital Morphogenesis: A New Paradigmatic Shift in Architecture".Archithese / 

Hrsg. Vom Verband Freierwerbender Schweizer Architekten. 44-49. 
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which are outlined below. Among many other form-finding theories are Pre-

Rationalized and Post-Rationalized – which usually act in opposition to each other. 

The former involves a biased assumption of a fixed and deliberate form while the 

latter theorizes the pursuit of a pleasant and appealing physical expression of an 

unconstrained, free-form shape. “Both are misconceptions of what are, in both cases, 

much richer architectural geometric strategies, each with its own advantages and 

disadvantages, as well as distinctly different formal outcome and creative potentials.”
5
 

To support the idea of Pre-Rationalization firms like SOM, Foster and Partners 

and others have illustrated this concept through their work. Under this ideology, which 

is also known as ‘First Principles’, designers utilize a set of specified geometric 

guidelines and techniques so that the design solution can be produced from the start. 

Though all the rules may not be implicitly stated at first, they emerge through the 

design process of research and development and through the quest to achieve a goal. 

This experimentation informs the design early on in the conceptual course and allows 

it to be a valid solution to a specific problem. Some of the input rules involve 

parameters such as fabrication methods, choice and durability of material, least and 

greatest objectives and cost-effectiveness. The outcome of the application of the initial 

principles results in the realization and interpretation of form, or the final object. 

On the opposite hand, Post-Rationalization suggests a system of solving 

buildable issues after the initial form has been established according to aesthetics 

rather than rules of constructability. In this scenario, the main focus is the artistic 

appeal of the form and though various methods may be used to come up with a shape, 

there is little or no thought regarding the mathematic and geometric aspects or 

construction method to be used. Frank Gehry’s work is a precedent for this type of 

premise where the form is achieved by a range of means including physical models, 

and computational techniques.  

More and more we see architecture firms favoring and becoming attracted to 

forms that display complex geometries due to the rapidly evolving view of aesthetic 

                                                 
5
 Hesselgren et al., Advances in Architectural Geometry 2010, 9-14. 
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appeal and functional principles needing to be addressed in comparison to the past. 

Historically the present complexity of these geometries was not able to be achieved, 

but now there is ample availability to make these intricate forms possible.  

Just as letters make up words which make up lines, which then make up 

sentences, in the same way geometry can be likened to the element form of letters. 

Geometry is the basis on which design is built and the rules created using geometry 

allow the final design to be developed. Furthermore, lines, edges and planes are part of 

the elemental level of geometry. In his book “Shape: talking about seeing and doing”, 

George Stiny states, “Points (vertices) are boundaries of lines. Then lines (edges) are 

boundaries of planes, and planes (faces) are boundaries of solids.”
6
 Stiny explains how 

he began using shapes and rules to design. The limited number of rules could enable 

an unlimited amount of solutions to be produced. When combined together, the 

individual parts of the whole shape are not necessarily recognized as parts any longer 

but become an aggregate part of the formed shape. Stiny even presents the idea that 

these rules might resemble what a person thinks.  

The final design project utilizes more of a pre-rationalized approach to the 

design and construction of the overall shape. As seen above, all shapes are made up of 

smaller components that can be traced back to geometry. One such basic preliminary 

geometry is the arch.  

 

 

  

                                                 
6
 Stiny, George. Shape: Talking About Seeing and Doing. Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2006. 
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CHAPTER II 

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE ARCH 

 

The Romans were the first group of people recognized to extensively build and 

develop the process of constructing an arch. It is claimed that they learned it from the 

Etruscans. Their development of arches was in the form of bridges, entrances, 

gateways and aqueducts.  The main types of materials used to construct these were 

stone or brick. Figure 2.1 shows important terminology regarding the parts of an arch. 

The keystone is one of the final pieces put in position that allows all other pieces to 

slide or lock into place and causes the forces to flow through the form. It is an integral 

part of the arch, and without it, the arch would not be able to stand. The individual 

wedge pieces that make up the arch form are called voussoirs. Figure 2.2 presents a 

variety of arch types along with the springing point for the start of the voussoirs or 

angle cuts along the arch.  

 

Thrust Line of an Arch 

 
Originally built to span an opening, arches have developed and led to arch and 

vault shapes within the field of architecture. Each stone or voussoir of which an arch is 

made up of has several forces acting against and away from it. The first type of force 

is the force of gravity acting downward from each piece. The second is the horizontal 

force that is produced at each point in the voussoir and the third is the resultant force 

between the horizontal and vertical forces that forms the ‘thrust line’ of the arch. The 

thrust line is what determines whether the arch is in equilibrium and will stand. Figure 

2.3(a) is a rendering of an Etruscan voussoir arch while Figure 2.3(b) shows the thrust 

line through the arch with horizontal and vertical forces acting on each voussoir.  
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Figure 2.1 Terminology of different parts of an arch (Claydon 2015) 

 

Figure 2.2 Different arch types with springing points shown (Krystle 2015) 
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Figure 2.3 (a) Etruscan voussoir arch; (b) Thrust line through an arch with vertical, 

horizontal and resultant forces acting at each point on each voussoir (Huerta 2006) 

 

The thickness of the arch is related to the span of the arch or the distance 

covered. Masonry has infinite compressive strength and almost no tensile strength. 

Stone and brick only work in compression. Robert Hooke was an English scientist 

who “described the relationship between a hanging chain, which forms a catenary in 

tension under its own weight, and an arch, which stands in compression.” He said, “As 

hangs the flexible line, so but inverted will stand the rigid arch.” Figure 2.4 (a) shows 

the hanging chain example and (b) represents the thrust line within the arch.  

 

 

Figure 2.4 (a) the inverted or hanging chain; (b) The thrust line of the arch must fall 

within the thickness of the arch and the voussoirs may be pictured to be hanging from 

a chain and representing equilibrium (Huerta 2006) 
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Arch Failure 

  

 

Figure 2.5 and 2.6 portray factors that cause the collapse or failure of an arch. 

One aspect of failure is point loads on the arch that cause the thrust line to fall out of 

the arch thickness. Another factor is the thickness of the arch.  

 

Figure 2.5 (a) point load applied to an arch; (b) point load represented as a hanging 

chain and the force acting up on the thrust line (c) thrust line shown within arch to not 

be in equilibrium and breaks in arch formed due to point load (d) points of breaks 

within arch shown to cause collapse (Huerta 2006) 
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Figure 2.6 (a) thrust line within an arch in equilibrium; (b) reduced thickness of arch 

causes thrust line to touch at ends of arch and denotes points of failure or breakage (c) 

break points within arch caused due to thrust line not within the arch (Huerta 2006) 

 

The catenary arch is an ideal arch, for an arch of uniform density, thickness 

and supporting only its own weight. One way to achieve this arch form is to hang a 

chain and record the form the arch created by the hanging chain. For the arch to be in 

equilibrium the thrust line or forces need to be kept within the center of the legs of the 
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arch. Finally, the “steepness of the arch at each point should be determined by the 

balance of the horizontal and vertical forces at the point”.
7
 

 

Case Studies 

 

An example of an architect who utilized the method of hanging chains and 

recording its form is Antoni Gaudi. He inverted hanging chains to create his buildings. 

Figure 2.7 is an image of Antoni Gaudi’s model of hanging chains.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Antoni Gaudi’s hanging chains model (Daily Kos 2015) 

 

                                                 
7
 Osserman, Robert. 2010. "How the Gateway Arch Got Its Shape". 
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Another example of an architect who took advantage of arches and created thin 

double-curved shells with a single layer of brick, is Eladio Dieste. He created shells 

that were based on Gaussian vaults, deriving its strength and stiffness from the double-

curvature catenary arch that resists buckling. Every cross-section through one of his 

structures is a catenary but the height varies along the span of the vault. Figure 2.8 is a 

picture of his Gaussian vault. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Eladio Dieste’s Gaussian vault (O’Meara 2015) 

 

 

Both these represent a different style of architecture, that is light and thin, 

whereas stereotomic form is heavy and has much more thickness associated with it. 

While these instances explore the development of the arch geometry, it is the exact 

opposite of what is aiming to be achieved through this project using stereotomy.  This 

proceeds to the next topic, which is the study of stereotomy.  
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CHAPTER III 

STEREOTOMY 

 

 

Stereotomy is “the cutting of solids / the cutting of stone”
8
. It is the 

“application of Descriptive Geometry which… treats of the cutting or shaping of 

forms… so as to suit certain given conditions”
9
. When applied to stone, it “consists of 

cutting stones from the rough blocks so that when fitted together they will form a 

predetermined whole”
10

. From the above definitions stereotomy is described as the art 

of shaping solids (and now stone) into individual pieces that fit together as a whole, 

and in many cases, without mortar. Although initial references to the term in the past 

has applied to solids or wood, now Stereotomy has a different meaning than when it 

was first introduced. In recent years stereotomy connotes more specifically to stone 

cutting. In stereotomy, the material is performing as the structure itself since the 

thickness of the material becomes the structure, for example, in the case of large 

blocks of stone. Another aspect of stereotomy is how there is a direct translation of 

geometry into the material.  

Some of the earliest constructions utilizing stereotomy are considered to be 

‘opera mirabilia’ or works of wonder due to their complicated joints and cuts and 

stereotomic problems. They have been seen as extraordinary shapes and elegant forms. 

From the 13
th

 to 15
th

 centuries, stereotomy was learned by committing to memory and 

from experience by watching others and by repetition. In the 16
th

 century the rules and 

characteristics of stereotomic problems were documented.  

One of these fascinating structures is the Hotel Bullioud built in 1536 that is 

marked by two trompes designed by Philibert de L’Orme, shown in Figure 3.1. 

Philibert de L’Orme’s work is characterized by his use of projective geometry to 

                                                 
8
 Fallacara, Giuseppe, Claudio D'Amato, Marco Stigliano, and Richard A. Etlin. Stereotomy: Stone 

Architecture and New Research. Paris: Presses des Ponts, 2012. 
9
 Warren, S. Edward. Stereotomy: Problems in Stone Cutting. New York: J. Wiley, 1903. 

10
 French, Arthur W., and Howard Chapin Ives. Stereotomy. New York: J. Wiley & Sons, 1902. 
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create complex forms. Another example of a stereotomic masterpiece is the Monastery 

of Notre Dame de la Couture in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Hotel Bullioud in Lyon by Philibert de L’Orme (Fallacara 2012) 
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Figure 3.2 Monastery of Notre Dame de la Couture (Fallacara 2012) 

 

In recent years, Professor Guiseppe Fallacara has written several books on 

Stereotomy, as well as, conducted research on different aspects of stereotomy and new 

ways of resurrecting stereotomic forms in contemporary architecture. Another team 

involved in this field is Block Research Group (BRG), with their research entitled 
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‘Digital Stereotomy’. BRG created software called Rhinovault that is used later on in 

this document in form finding.  

 

Descriptive & Projective Geometry 

 

Philibert de L’Orme, one of the first few historical figures associated with 

stereotomy and the extensive documentation of stereotomic rules utilized Descriptive 

Geometry to document his designs. Descriptive Geometry enables one to describe 3D 

shapes in 2D drawing using procedures or steps.  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Drawings of Girard Desargues (Pelletier 2013) 

 

The drawings depicted in Figure 3.3 and 3.4 were not only created to help 

understand the construction of the shape, but also helped the designer visualize the 
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pieces themselves while drawing and after the drawings were completed.
11

 Projective 

geometry, another branch of geometry that aided in visualizing a shape in space is 

inter-related with descriptive geometry and was an essential part of stereotomic 

drawings. In his book, Mario Carpo states “perspective allowed projective geometry to 

develop”
12

. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Drawings of Girard Desargues (Pelletier 2013) 

                                                 
11

 http://archleague.org/2013/06/the-stereotomy-of-complex-surfaces-in-french-baroque-architecture/  
12

 Carpo, Mario. The alphabet and the algorithm. Cambridge, MA [u.a.]: MIT Press, 2011. 
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Within the art of stereotomy, the stone material used is sustainable and 

economical and requires fewer building trades during construction due to the reduction 

of material elements and the stone behaving as the structure itself.  

This “segmentation of a massive body into topologically interlocked 

elements”
13

 implies that each piece locks into the other to hold the overall collective 

form in place. Figure 3.5 represents the forces acting from and to each voussoir. This 

art of cutting stone uses projective geometry to create complex stone structures.
14

  

 

 

Figure 3.5 Acting forces between each voussoir piece 

(http://www.bristol.ac.uk/civilengineering/bridges/Pages/Howtoreadabridge

Arches.html) 

Case Studies 

 

Examples of modern stereotomic designs are presented below. Plastic 

Stereotomy was the winning entry for the 2014 Tex-Fab digital design and fabrication 

competition, by Justin Diles, an assistant professor at the Knowlton school of 

                                                 
13

 Fallacara, Giuseppe, and Vincenzo Minenna. Stereotomic Design. Edizioni Gioffreda, 2014. 
14

 Rippmann, Matthias, and Philippe Block. Digital Stereotomy: Voussoir geometry for freeform 

masonry-like vaults informed by structural and fabrication constraints. Proceedings of the IABSE-IASS 

Symposium, London, UK, 2011. 
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Architecture. His entry was a call to resurrect the art of stereotomy, but with the use of 

plastics instead of stone. His full size prototype was constructed using foam pieces 

coated with Fiber Reinforced Plastic composite (FRP) material. The images of his 

design are seen in Figure 3.6. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Plastic Stereotomy (Arch2O) 

 

Bricktopia was a brick pavilion construction by Map13. The design of the 

structure was achieved by utilizing Rhinovault so that the geometry of the structure 

could be tested and adapted digitally before construction. The research combined the 

digital and computational tools of compression only structures with the traditional and 

practical principles of tile vaulting. Built by students and volunteers, the structure has 

hosted events and can fit several people under the vault. Figure 3.7 references the 

large scale of the vault.  
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Figure 3.7 Bricktopia (Quah 2013) 

 

 

Block Research Group is led by Dr. Philippe Block and Dr. Tom Van Mele at 

ETH Zurich. Their research has involved several relevant topics such as compression 

only structures, masonry form finding strategies, analysis of forces with masonry 

structures and other current trends regarding vault structures. Philippe Block was part 

of the team of three that created RhinoVault. The software creates compression only 

shells or vaults and represents the forces within the vault with form and force 

diagrams. Figure 3.8 represents some of their constructed work.  
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Figure 3.8 Block Research Group (http://www.block.arch.ethz.ch/) 
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CHAPTER IV 

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF TRADITIONAL AND MODERN 

METHODS & TOOLS  

 
 

Traditionally, stone blocks were quarried and finished by hand with 

hammers, chisels, axes, etc. as shown in Figure 4.1. Stone vaults, shells and 

arches have been designed, cut and assembled into complex structures 

historically but there have been limitations with tools and time needed to 

accomplish the task.  

 

Figure 4.1 Traditional tools (French 1902) 
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Efficiency has increased in this process to perform the same tasks due to 

various tools and methods available in the digital age. Along with this is the need for 

prototyping in educational and research areas, as well as, the ability to construct 1:1 

scale models and structures.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Comparison of modern tools/machines (Rob/Arch 2012) 

 

Rapid prototyping resources have greatly increased in the past decade and 

provided opportunities for designers to achieve more complex shapes and underlying 

geometries. The various tools that have contributed to this jump in technological 

advancements are, to name a few, laser cutters, CNC (Computer numerical control) 

machines, 3D printers, and more recently, robotic tools.  

While there have been enormous advantages associated with each instrument 

in contrast to the methods of the past, these machines are continually evolving to fit 

the needs of designers. Some of the drawbacks associated with each will be discussed 

briefly.  

Laser cutters have now become commonplace in the profession of architecture. 

One of the main limitations of the machine is its restriction to 2Dimensional cuts and 

use on certain materials only. Another drawback, mainly seen within the educational 
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realm, is the bounding confinements of the machine itself that cannot be utilized for 

larger scale applications depending on the design and requirements desired (though 

these are present in industrial scenarios where large format lasers are utilized). 

CNC machines provide more flexibility and freedom with the use of materials 

allowed, as well as, multiple axes spindles. A large number of finishes and cut types 

can be achieved using CNC machining. The multi-axes tools also enable efficient and 

complicated forms to be achieved with greater precision. But one of the largest factors 

that still cause CNC machines to be devalued in comparison with robotic tools would 

be the time required to cut and finish a shape. As seen in Figure 4.2 in the previous 

chapter, the same design cut on the CNC machine compared with the robotic hot wire 

cutter shows a drastic difference with the CNC machine requiring 618 minutes and the 

robotic hot wire cutter needing 1.8 minutes.  

3D printing, another rapid prototyping tool, is restricted in terms of limited 

software available and small scale of machines. Bounding size constraints for use with 

3D printing can cause limitations in design. A major drawback with 3D printing is the 

extensive print times needed to print and extract the finished pieces. The whole 

process from start to finish can require several hours depending on the material, size 

and shape. Research is continually developing in areas of 3D printing materials to 

allow for different material options.  

Robotic Hot Wire Cutting has rapidly advanced in recent years to enable 

several new avenues for architects, designers, artists, researchers & educators to test 

designs and validate conceptual frameworks. Universities and research and 

development groups have several of the above mentioned machines, but what is 

lacking with all is the constrained and reduced dimensions of the equipment. Since the 

primary goal of these tools is to produce smaller scaled models it is difficult to achieve 

large scale prototypes that help with the experimentation of building systems due to 

the deficiency of production scale facilities. Increased flexibility and degrees of 

rotation provided by the robot arm and the comparison of cost and speed with CNC 

machines and other tools makes RHWC a valuable tool for designers to utilize. 
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Computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided manufacturing (CAM) 

programs and technologies have enabled the designer to be a part of the design process 

from the start to finish without losing the quality or design features of the original 

concept. While comparisons are being presented it is important to note that robotic 

tools present challenges in terms of time needed to learn necessary software and 

problem-solving within the robot interface itself. These can be resolved with providing 

trainings and allocating extended duration to the discovery and mastery of controlling 

and using the equipment.  

The premise is mainly addressing the cutting of stone into stereotomic forms 

which can first be tested and evaluated with small scale prototypes. Small scale 

prototyping is valuable for initial design stage and optimization phases. After the first 

stage there is need for 1:1 scale models utilizing the RHWC with foam. The foam is a 

representation of stone but has the advantage of lightness, reduced cost with 

transportation and reduced cost of quarrying with prototyping.   
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CHAPTER V 

ROBOTIC HOT WIRE CUTTING 

 

 

In collaboration with students from Computer Science, Electrical, Mechanical 

& Industrial Engineering fields, an exploration of a robotic tool within the 

architectural realm was achieved. Figure 5.1 shows the tool constructed by mechanical 

engineering students. The wire material was nickel chromium, or nichrome. The 

programming and electrical components were addressed by electrical engineering 

students. The communication between the robot interface and modeling software was 

approached by way of two means. One method was accomplished by a computer 

science student. The other was pursued in this thesis by using the robotic software 

MasterCAM & RobotMaster. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Robotic Hot Wire Cutter end effector (Collaboration with 

Engineering Students from ME, CS, EE 2015) 

 

The robotic hot wire cutter is an end effector attached to the robot arm that 

allows linear cuts to be made on materials, in this case, specifically foam. An end 

effector is the term given to the apparatus at the end of the robotic arm that performs 

different functions. For example, another end effector that can be attached to the 

robotic arm can be an extruder that would extrude some material, or a gripper that 
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could grip certain objects. In this case, the hot wire cutter achieves a specific function, 

which is to create cuts through foam. 

When beginning the research with the robotic hot wire cutter several questions 

needed to be resolved. What types of foam were optimal to use? What was the ideal 

speed of the RHWC? How is the speed and temperature able to be controlled? How 

large of a frame is necessary and how much wire length required? How tight does the 

wire need to be? Several of these questions were answered by the engineering students 

as part of a research project. Figure 5.2 is a render of the robotic arm and end effector 

3D model created by the team of engineering students and collaboration group.  

Another important aspect was the location of the object in relation to the 

robotic arm end-effector. For example, would the object (or foam piece) by fixed on 

the ground? Would it be placed on or attached to a table? Would the object be vertical 

or horizontally placed? Would the object be on a rotating platform while the RHWC 

had limited movement? In the first three options the object would be immovable while 

the RHWC would freely move around the object to accomplish each operation. Figure 

5.5 is a photograph of the scenario that was selected due to available resources and 

time.  

 

Figure 5.2 RHWC 3D model rendering in Rhinoceros  
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Communication Between Software from Conceptual Design to 
Fabrication  

 

 

After the initial process was completed, the next stage was communicating 

with the robot interface with the use of RobotMaster in MasterCAM. Robot Master 

training was completed as part of this development. The starting point of the course of 

action was to begin with the modeled piece in Rhinoceros. The piece desiring to be cut 

was then exported with the correct scale and units to be imported into MasterCAM. In 

MasterCAM, several steps needed to be taken to ensure the object’s location in 

relation to the origin and its orientation. Tool setup was the following step, and finally 

the cell setup. The cell setup was where the object is situated in space with its 

environmental conditions input into the software to check for problems during the cut. 

This final step was the process that would simulate the movement of the arm and 

inform of any potential collisions or problems with the path of movement. After all 

issues are resolved with the simulation, then the object is ready to be cut using the 

robotic hot wire cutter and controlled by the robot interface. Figure 5.3 shows a 

screenshot of a test block piece with the desired cut within the block. Figure 5.4 is a 

screenshot of the object in Robot master after successfully completing the cell setup. 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the testing of the robotic hot wire cutter in progress 

cutting through two foam block pieces glued together. This research and testing was 

conducted under the guidance of Professor Christian Pongratz.  

While RHWC has several advantages in being utilized compared to other 

processes it is necessary to be aware of some concerns needing to be addressed. 

During the testing process, one of the issues faced was the sagging or expansion of the 

wire during a cut. This loosening of wire tautness was likely caused due to the speed 

in relation to the temperature and due to excess tension on the wire as it cut through 

the foam block. The engineering team discussed a possible solution of pre-tensioning 
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the wire before attaching it to the frame and using a spring on one end to allow for the 

change in wire rigidity.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Screenshot of the toolpath in MasterCAM that the RHWC would take to cut 

through the foam block 

 

Figure 5.4 Screenshot of the toolpath after cell setup completion showing simulation 

of the RHWC and path of movement 
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Figures 5.5 and 5.6 RHWC foam testing (Collaboration with Engineering Students 

from ME, CS, EE 2015) 

 

Case Studies 

 

 

The Automated Foam Dome prototype was developed using the HAL plugin 

which was written by Thibault Schwartz for the purpose of promoting its use within 

the educational and research spheres. Due to the complexity of operating the robot 

software available for the various brands of robotic arms, the team developed a further 

intuitive software that allows integration within the design process at an early stage 

rather than at the end. The plugin allows for faster speeds of problem solving and 

setting up objects to be cut with the robotic hot wire cutter. The plugin has been 

utilized by students and research teams and prototypes built to demonstrate its use. 

Figure 5.7 represents the simulation of a toolpath required to cut the pieces. Figures 

5.8 and 5.9 are images of the built prototypes.  
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Figure 5.7 Automated Foam Dome (Rob/Arch 2012) 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Automated Foam Dome (Rob/Arch 2012) 
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Figure 5.9 Automated Foam Dome (Rob/Arch 2012) 

 

The Robotic Fabrication in Architecture, Art & Design conference book 

presents the latest cutting edge research conducted by professionals worldwide. The 

vast array of robotic tools available provides infinite possibilities for designers to 

explore. In one of the articles included, the authors describe their work in constructing 

an ‘architecture of volume’ using wire cutting techniques. In the project “Periscope” 

by Matter Design Studio, the pieces to construct a tower were processed with the 

RHWC and Figure 5.10 shows a situation where the slab piece needed to stay as a 

block in order to maintain the stability of the structure, which forces the object’s top 

and bottom faces to remain parallel. Figure 5.11 is an image of another project 

designed and constructed by Hyperbody and ROK – Rippmann Oesterle Knauss of 

ETH Zurich named the RDM vault. In this case the block pieces were cut by the wire 
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cutter on all sides and faces to achieve the desired component which collectively 

enabled the vault to be constructed (Rob/Arch 2012). 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Cutting EPS foam to create the “Periscope” model 

(Rob/Arch 2012) 

 

 

Figure 5.11 RDM Vault (Rob/Arch 2012) 

 

The advantages of using the RHWCs are many when evaluating the precision, 

ease of integration (in relation to other machines), robustness and market availability 
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(Rob/Arch 2012). Another factor is its ability to be effectively incorporated into the 

design process. If desired, cut foam blocks can provide molds for plaster or other 

casting materials. When using foam, the foam blocks can further be processed to be 

coated with plastics or other synthetic materials to maintain a hard surface. In this 

way, the foam would provide the advantages of insulation as a building material while 

providing a finished surface as a material or texture after being coated with glass fiber 

reinforced polymers (GFRP) or other similar substances. The finished foam piece 

would need to be joined with other units for assembly. 
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CHAPTER VI 

DESIGN & TESTING 

 

To proceed with the design and testing of a certain type of form, a shell or 

vault was chosen. It is not a fascination with the beauty of these forms, although it is 

undeniable that shell structures have an elegance and beauty that cause it to stand out 

far above other profiles. Historically, arches, shells and vaults have great value but 

they “are too easily seen as risks instead of opportunities”.
15

 From the chapters above 

regarding historical structures and case studies presented it is evident that arches, 

shells and vaults are an effective type of complex geometry to be explored. Apart from 

these reasons, among others, perhaps the greatest reason for designing this type of 

model is due to its structural capacity and efficiency. For this reason it is self 

sustaining. 

Masonry shell structures only work in compression, unlike tensile shell 

structures which work in tension and compression. The project presents a process of 

form-finding strategies and then paneling the form to break it down into pieces which 

can be assembled. These pieces are either 3D printed or foam pieces cut with the 

RHWC. The aim of using these specific materials was to represent the quality of stone 

allowing thickness and solid pieces to be part of the design. 

Initial attempts at forming the possible scale of the structure led to a full scale 

of 6 feet by 8 feet by 9 feet high. This would accommodate 3 to 4 individuals under 

the shell. One tile piece was originally conceived to be 2 feet by 2 feet. These 

dimensions would be possible within the constraints of the RHWC. Other issues of 

interest were the time it would take to assemble and disassemble the form and how the 

individual pieces would be labeled so that they would accurately be placed in the 

correct position within the structure. Apart from this, during the construction process 

there was need to have a sub-structure below to initially hold the weight of the pieces 

                                                 
15 Adriaenssens, Sigrid, Philippe Block, Diederik Veenendaal, and Chris Williams. Shell Structures for 

Architecture: Form Finding and Optimization. 2014. 
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until a keystone piece was set in place that would transfer the load to the ground 

without compromising structural integrity.  

RhinoVault Experimentation 

 

Prototype Design with RHWC using foam (design software GH, files transfer 

to robot software, hardware: endeffector design and engineering, testing phase, 

revisions of design, failure tests) 

To begin with the exploration of form, RhinoVault
16

 was chosen as the 

software to develop a funicular structure that could then be tiled or patterned, cut into 

blocks and then assembled to create the overall form. RhinoVault utilizes thrust 

network analysis “which allows the shell designer to redistribute compressive forces 

within statically indeterminate networks” (Adriaenssens et al., 2014). Graphic statics 

are a part of the software calculations as it produces the display of forces and specified 

geometry. Since the intention was to develop a compression-only structure RhinoVault 

proved to be ideal for the design problem. Figure 6.1 and 6.2 portray some initial 

design studies, among several others that were conducted, incorporating the 

RhinoVault form-finding strategy. The images illustrate the square starting surface 

which was input in the software and the resultant form and force diagrams generated 

through the software. Form and force diagrams possess a reciprocal relationship that 

when one is modified, the other is also updated and modified to correspond to the 

applied change. The form diagram defines the specified geometry in plan view and 

displays the pattern of forces through the form. The force diagram reflects the 

distribution of horizontal forces within the form. Also displayed are the completed 

structures with successful horizontal and vertical equilibrium in wireframe and surface 

models.  

                                                 
16

 Rhinovault was created by Matthias Rippmann, Lorenz Lachauer and Philippe Block. For further 

information refer to their website: http://www.block.arch.ethz.ch/ 
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Figure 6.1 RhinoVault Exploration  

 

 

Figure 6.2 RhinoVault Exploration 
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In Figure 6.3, a different form and force diagram is represented with an 

increased vault height. The colors of the form and force diagram represent the amount 

of forces under the dead load in the network’s branches (Adriaenssens et al., 2014). 

The overall length of the form is reduced while the height is increased. Figure 6.4 is an 

elongated version with the vault height is reduced and the overall length of the model 

is increased.  

The structure in Figure 6.5 and 6.6 was designed by employing different 

software – Grasshopper, a plugin within Rhinoceros. Figure 6.5 is an elevation view 

while Figure 6.6 is the plan view. The intent was for the structure to be vaulted with 

rib joints within each piece. The structure consists of three pieces that are rotated to 

create the form. After the structure was developed, a paneling pattern was sought. The 

2D T-pattern next to the structure was created to be a unique tile that would connect 

and interlock with adjacent pieces. Figure 6.7 utilizes the same T-pattern while 

increasing the size of one tile piece. The result is bigger segments on the surface when 

compared with Figure 6.6 that consists of smaller segments tiled on the surface.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 RhinoVault Initial Exploration 
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Figure 6.4 RhinoVault Initial Exploration 

 

Figure 6.5 Vault form 1 side view 
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Figure 6.6 Vault form 1 with smaller tile pieces 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.7 Vault form 1 with larger tile pieces 
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After several comparisons and form-finding options were explored, an array of 

models were evaluated, compared and advantages and disadvantages noted. Figure 6.8 

is a snapshot showing the same vault form with varying sizes of the T-pattern on the 

surface. The grid applied to each surface had varying sizes and each resultant tile piece 

(in this case the T-pattern) fit into the specified grid. After the analysis, it was 

determined that a different form be chosen for the next level of experimentation. 

Figure 6.9 is a screenshot of a vault created in RhinoVault by inputting different 

parameters and starting surface. After generating a patched surface, some problems 

were encountered with the model. A patched surface formulated from the RhinoVault 

wireframe has excess points that need to be trimmed. Once trimmed, when the tiling 

process is applied to the surface the trimmed control points are remembered and cause 

the trimmed parts to reappear within the design though this is undesired. Figure 6.10 

shows the control points that are part of the patched surface that are still present as 

part of the hidden points and reappear when tiled. Figure 6.11 represents the tiled 

surface along with the undesired trimmed parts that are not present in Figure 6.9. 

 

 

Figure 6.8 Vault Form 1 Tiling Variations 
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Figure 6.9 Vault form 2 developed in RhinoVault 

 

 

Figure 6.10 Vault form 2 with control points still remembered 
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Figure 6.11 Vault form 2 with undesired trimmed parts 

Proceeding from the above explored form, another vault and tile type was 

developed. Figure 6.12 represents the new shape and tile. A subsequent step after the 

overall model was created was conducting structural analysis of the designed form. 

This was accomplished with the help of the Scan & Solve for Rhino software
17

. 

Within the program the dead load of the material was applied and constraints and 

loads identified. The input information allowed the structural analysis to be completed 

and a report to be produced. Refer to Figure 6.13 for a capture of the loads input and 

the resultant structural analysis.  

 

Figure 6.12 Vault form 3 with irregular tile piece 

                                                 
17

 For more information, refer to the website: http://www.scan-and-solve.com/ 
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Figure 6.13 Structural Analysis 

 

An initial stage of exploration with different shapes and tiles resulted in a set 

of 3 varied vault forms and 5 tile types that were chosen to be developed in further 

detail and accuracy, among many others. Figure 6.14 visually depicts the options 

selected. Figure 6.15 outlines the process or path of design that was followed utilizing 

different software and tool sets to accomplish a successful prototype. 
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Figure 6.14 Three shapes and five tile types presented 

 

 

Figure 6.15 Process Outline 
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Stereotomic Design Experimentation 

 

The next stage within the process was to develop one shape further with 

specified parameters and variation of tiles that would be an application of stereotomic 

form. Figure 6.16 highlights the outline of the tile employed and the resultant overall 

design after tiling. In the Vault Tile Study 1 example a curved x-shape tile piece was 

chosen and a dome-like overall shape.  

 

                  

Figure 6.16 Vault Tile Study 1 
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Figure 6.17 features the next tile shape which was a quadrilateral tile piece 

applied to the same overall shape.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.17 Vault Tile Study 2 
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Figure 6.18 shows the final hexagonal tile piece that was utilized for tiling the 

vault form. The precedent for the pattern in this case was the arrangement seen on 

turtle shells. The turtle shell is an extremely rigid and structurally efficient structure 

found in nature and designed by the Creator. The structural analysis of this form was 

performed and medium density granite was used as the structure material. The dead 

load value input was 1146 psi. This is seen in Figure 6.19. 

 

 

Figure 6.18 Vault Tile Study 3 
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Figure 6.19 Vault Structural Analysis 

 

 

The final step of testing the shape and tile was building a physical model 

prototype with 3D printed plastic pieces. The construction sequence is presented in 

Figure 6.20. Due to several factors the model was not a success. Some of the factors 

for failure involved not accounting for material tolerances, lack of support structure 

below the form during construction and inefficient angles between joints. The full 

model could not be assembled due to inaccuracies and reduced thickness of each 

shape. The overall thickness needed to increase or the pattern needed to be redesigned 

to accommodate the reduced thickness. When the thickness is reduced adjacent pieces 

have minimal surface area with which to come in contact and the flow of forces 

through the form is not accomplished successfully. This is due to the thrust line falling 

out of the thickness of the form. Another contributing factor was the lack of fixed 

points or end points. 
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Figure 6.20 Construction Sequence Photos 
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The next phase of design was a new surface created in RhinoVault. After 

inputting the base surface, the form and force diagrams were generated with a force 

value of 80, then relaxed and applied with a force of 60. Figure 6.21 displays the form 

and force diagrams with the flow of forces represented in corresponding colors. A 

patch surface was developed with the wireframe model from RhinoVault and the stone 

thickness was added to the surface. Figure 6.22 depicts the structural analysis 

conducted with the material dead load and constraints and loads applied. The step that 

followed was the variations of tiling the form.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.21 Reciprocal Form & Force Diagram 

    

Figure 6.22 Arch Surface Structural Analysis 
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The first tiling system utilized was a curved x-shaped piece. But due to several 

unresolvable problems the design scheme was not developed further. The design can 

be seen in Figure 6.23. Another aspect of the design was the base or fixing the ends of 

the model so that the flow of forces would be in equilbrium. With the design, there 

was no satisfactory manner to attach the ends of the model. As seen in the image 

below, the model displayed that several pieces would not attach well to the adjacent 

pieces and therefore prove to be a failure.  

 

 

  

Figure 6.23 Arch Surface Formal Exploration 

 

In Figure 6.24, the next iteration of tiling is demonstrated. Wedge pieces were 

availed for this scheme in a more simple tiling strategy. The angled cuts were achieved 

by assuming the center of the model as the center of a circle in elevation view. This is 
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visible in Figure 6.25. The correct center point was a more distant point and was likely 

the center of a parabola, as shown in Figure 6.26.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.24 Arch Surface Formal Exploration 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.25 Incorrect Assumed Center Point 
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Figure 6.26 Approximated Center Point 

The sequence of construction is portrayed in Figure 6.27. The end pieces were 

inset in a laser cut frame so that the pieces would be fixed and have a base support. 

Subsequent pieces were assembled on top of a simple curved support or scaffolding to 

initially hold the form in place until the keystone(s) was set. After the whole model 

was constructed, the scaffolding was intended to be taken out from under the model. 

As can be seen in the final picture when the support below was attempted to be 

removed the model pieces were not supporting each other and the model was not 

successfully standing. This occurred for several reasons. One reason was that the 

angled cuts between the pieces were incorrectly derived as seen in the above section 

and in Figures 6.25 and 6.26. This caused certain end pieces to slide out of place 

instead of accurately distributing the flow of forces to the fixed point at the base. 

Another factor was the grid applied to subdivide the form was not offset so that 

alternating pieces were in between two pieces. As a result, the form that was divided 

into three horizontal sections acted as three separate pieces instead of one. During the 

construction and evaluation of the model, it was observed that if the three sections 

were separated it had no effect on other sections. This can be visualized in Figure 

6.28. Figure 6.29 represents the forces acting on and from each voussoir and the force 

of gravity from each piece within the model.
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Figure 6.27 Construction Sequence Photos 
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Figure 6.28 Forces flowing through form 

 

 

 

Figure 6.29 Forces acting on Voussoirs 
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The final scheme attempted to correct several of the points mentioned above 

and the grid was recreated as shown in Figure 6.30. The angled cuts were also 

modified and can be observed in the elevation view of the drawings below. Figure 

6.31 demonstrates the construction of the final model. Apart from the above 

modifications, the scaffolding structure was redesigned and divided into pieces with a 

handle so that each division could be slid out from under the model without affecting 

the wedges above. The final model was a successful representation of stereotomic 

form utilizing 3D printing. The small scale model can be replicated and built at 1:1 

scale using the RHWC to cut out the blocks out of foam. The cut pieces can then be 

assembled on top of a support structure that can later be removed. Furthermore, if the 

foam pieces are coated with fiber reinforced polymers, they can become a finished 

material and the completed structure can be situated as a pavilion, installation or 

sculpture.   

 

 

 

Figure 6.30 Final Arch Surface Formal Exploration 
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Figure 6.31 Construction Sequence Photos  
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION / FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

These small scale built forms present the constructive application of using 

RHWCs and 3D printers for the prototypical evaluation of designs involving massive 

stone segments, or to mimic the monolithic characteristic of stone while possessing the 

advantages of faster speed and ease of manipulation compared to stone blocks. 

Though a limited style of arch and vault forms were explored, the process can be 

applicable and modified to solve a wide variety of structural and architectural 

problems (Rob/Arch 2016). 

The application of the robotic hot wire cutter and cutting foam extends to that 

of large scale diamond wire cutters with which can cut stone pieces. Professor 

Giuseppe Fallacara and his team present research with the use of the diamond wire 

cutter, as well as, other developments in this area.
18

 The name of the team is New 

Fundamentals Research Group and their research presents the theory, design 

exploration and stone cutting techniques and several new areas of investigation within 

this field. 

There are several areas that can be pursued for further research in relation to 

robotic hot wire cutting. Design solutions can be developed that allows one block of 

foam to be cut in such a way with one cut that enables the two resultant pieces to be a 

part of the overall design. This would eliminate waste material. Also, in cases where 

waste material is present, solutions can be found to re-use the remaining stock. As 

designers, the pertinent matter would be how to achieve uniqueness and variation 

while reducing or preventing waste.  

Another area of research can be to create a feedback mechanism that reads the 

current speed, temperature and torque of the robotic hot wire cutter and being able to 

instantly control or change these values with ease. This would allow for real-time cuts 

that facilitate precision and minimize required tolerances. Temperature sensing and 

                                                 
18

 To see a video on this research, follow the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZTnt8paSys 
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motion control devices would add another layer of command over the design and 

fabrication process. 

A Building Information Modeling (BIM) tool has been developed for shell 

form finding by the Aarhus School of Architecture in collaboration with the Alexandra 

Institute. The software called B-Processor can be beneficial when constructing shell 

structures by simulating the built form and analyzing relationships between different 

elements.
19

 

The long term goal of robotics in architecture is applied or interdisciplinary 

research. Since the profession of architecture is quite specialized in contrast to the role 

of the architect historically, current design methods would involve among others, 

structural engineers, artists, designers, architects, engineers and programmers to come 

together to problem-solve with a unified goal of achieving a successful and efficient 

design that does not compromise its conceptual framework. 

 

 

 

  

 

  

                                                 
19

 For further information, refer to: http://b-processor.dk/papers-2/b-processor-ecaade-2011-ljubljana/ 
 

http://b-processor.dk/papers-2/b-processor-ecaade-2011-ljubljana/
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